INSTALL US3 US4

"Not all units have this keyway on the I/O connector.

FIGURE 10.3-3. I/O CONNECTION

10.3.4 Electrical Description

All interface signals with the Model 94171 WREN IV are single ended and must be terminated with 220 ohm to +5 V and 330 ohm to ground at each end of the total cable. All signals use open collector or three state drivers. Optional termination is available internal to the WREN IV. See Figures 10.3-4 and 11.1-1.
CONFIGURATION DATE

ORIGINATOR: SALIM MEHTA NGS X3450
DATE: JULY 1989

SECT Number: 9944 1891
DESCRIPTION: 300MB IMAGE DISK

CONFIGURATION:

- SCSI ID = 0
  Terminators fitted
  Parity checking enabled
  Motor on when commanded

- SE-UP NEEDS: See attached sheets

VENDORS: CDC 9A-171-320 (OREN IV)
           Microdis 1578-15
           Fujitsu M2249S
           NEC D 5862
           Maxtor XT 4380 ST
Figure 1.3 Interface Connections and Switch Locations
Figure 1.5 Terminating Releator ON/OFF Setting
DO NOT CHANGE FACTORY SETTINGS FOR JUMPERS.

INSTANT RIN17 RIN19 RIN18

Figure 11
PCB Layout